words to describe an interest the Gael made it clear.. Silverstein's skills in the classroom didn't
fare much better than they did on the field.. His tour of duty likely influenced his often-dark
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Sheldon Allan "Shel" Silverstein was an American poet, singer-songwriter, cartoonist,. .
Silverstein's cartoons appeared in issues of Playboy from 1957 through the mid-1970s, and one
of his Playboy features was expanded into Uncle Shelby's . Silverstein's poems are often darkly
humorous, irreverent, and populated with invented characters, such as the “Bloath” in Where the
Sidewalk Ends, who dwells .
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Shel Silverstein was a unique writer with many artistic talents.. To say there is more than one
interpretation of Silverstein's work is an understatement. Apr 2, 2014. Discover more about poet
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